**MAGPI Hunstead Workshop Program**

**Day 1: Tuesday, 14 April 2020, 1-3pm**
Chair: Claudia Lagos

*Survey and working group updates*
1:00-1:30pm: Welcome and MAGPI survey overview (survey goals, target selection, observing strategy & update) + discussion - Caro & Trevor
1:30-1:50pm: Master catalogue working group update + discussion - Trevor
1:50-2:10pm: Absorption lines working group update + discussion - Caro
2:10-2:30pm: Emission lines working group update + discussion - Tiantian/Emily
2:30-2:50pm: Theory working group update + discussion - Claudia
2:50-3:00pm: Quick round-the-table to discuss plans for the week

**Day 2: Wednesday, 15 April 2020, 1-3pm**
Chair: Caroline Foster

*MAGPI science projects*
1:00-3:00pm: Approved MAGPI projects - tiantian and leads of individual projects (pls contact Tiantian)

*Speaker Schedule*
1:00-1:10: Sam Vaughan
1:10-1:20: Richard McDermid
1:20-1:30: Ned Taylor
1:30-1:40: Sree Oh
1:40-1:50: Tania Barone
1:50-2:00: Anshu Gupta
2:00-2:10: Andrew Battisti
2:10-2:20: Rob Bassett
2:20-2:30: Anna Ferre-Mateu
2:30-2:40: Camila Correa
2:40-2:50: Rhea Silvia Remus

**Day 3: Thursday, 16 April 2020, 1-3pm**

*Breakout sessions & round-the-table*
1:00-2:00pm: Working group meetings
Master Catalogue Working Group & Absorption Lines Working Group
Emission Lines Working Group
Theory Working Group
Chair: Trevor Mendel
2:00-2:30pm: Open discussion and input from whole team for working groups.
2:30-3:00pm: Open discussion on synergies with other groups (SAMI, LEGA-C, EAGLE, Horizon-AGN, Magneticum, DataCentral, GAMA, WAVES, etc)

**Day 4: Friday, 17 April 2020, 1-3pm**
Chair: Tiantian Yuan

*Strategic discussions*
1:00-2:00pm: Strategic discussion on 1) proposals (MIRI/A. Battisti, HAWK-I/T. Mendel, ALMA/C. Lagos, others?), 2) communication and 3) priority for the first year of MAGPI
2:00-3:00pm: Round-the-table summary of progress/achievements during the week and future plans